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Abstract 
The paper discusses several methodological problems in the necessary (mostly meta-
phorical) transfer of concepts from one discipline (or subdiscipline) into another one, es-
pecially when interdisciplinary research demands mutual understanding in terms of 
translation and correspondence of concepts. After differentiating between multidiscipli-
narity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity, the first is rejected and it is pleaded that 
the second and third should be combined. Several adequate and inadequate transfers of 
concepts into linguistics are dealt with, especially in the areas of morphology and lan-
guage acquisition. Successful transfer is characterised by the formal transfer of new 
terms and their easy adaptation to already existing linguistic conceptions, especially be-
tween subdisciplines. Most often, further important differentiations of a concept cannot 
be transferred from the original discipline but must be added as enrichments within lin-
guistics itself. This may lead to a split-up of concepts in different subdisciplines of lin-
guistics. The concepts discussed are regression, self-organization, complexity, transpar-
ency vs. opacity, figure and ground, top-down processing, default, input, grammaticali-
sation. 
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1. Introduction 

 
This contribution focusses on problems involved in the interdisciplinary, 
crossdisciplinary and subdisciplinary transfer of concepts in linguistics, i.e. gen-
eral methodological questions and on a number of inadequate or successful ex-
amples in various areas of linguistics, especially in psycholinguistics. As a result 
it will plead for the importance of a conjunction of interdisciplinary transfer and 
transdisciplinary extension of concepts. 
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I will not deal with simply ignoring literature in other disciplines or subdis-
ciplines, other than briefly mentioning now two related instances: one pillar of 
assuming Universal Grammar (UG) is, following Chomsky, the malfamous ar-
gumentation of the poverty of stimulus for language acquiring children: still 
many, cf. Al Mutairi (2014), Piattelli-Palmarini (2015), critical survey in Payne 
et al. (2013), Yang (2015). But there is ample acquisitionist counterevidence to 
which also our group contributed (Kilani-Schoch et al. 2009). A related notion is 
Pinker’s (1984, 1998) UG distinction between grammatical rules vs. analogy 
within lexicon-based stored morphology, ignoring that this distinction exists al-
so about the development of behaviour in developmental psychology (see Pot-
hos 2005). 

2. Interdisciplinary correspondences and transfer 

 
With concepts we categorize objects, events, etc. that share common properties, 
with the purpose of forming classes of things, events, etc. Following the princi-
ples of scientific precision we strive to establish biunique terms. But this biuni-
queness may hold only within a specific field of inquiry. Thus there is no prob-
lem with the term cell having different meanings in a monastery, in biology and 
in statistics, e.g. a cell within a table. Another instance is the different meaning 
of filler in discourse analysis and pragmatics vs. in research on the acquisition 
of lexicon and morphosyntax. But within the same discipline (or at least subdis-
cipline) and within the same theoretical framework the ideal of biuniqueness 
should be observed as much as possible. Clearly this ideal of biuniqueness holds 
most for the language of theoretical science, in contrast to other domains of the-
oretical research and of other scientific endeavours, such as the new approaches 
of open science, due to the differing degree of precision intended (cf. Felber and 
Budin 1989; Sabatini 1999). 

But what if we transcend the limits of a single discipline? Here we come to 
the problems of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research. These two no-
tions are not always clearly distinguished (see e.g. Mittelstraß 2005; Choi and 
Pak 2006; Küng 2015). One common distinction is to differentiate three differ-
ent ways of going beyond the limits of a single discipline: (1) additive multidis-
ciplinarity; (2) interactive interdisciplinarity; (3) holistic, i.e. integrated trans-
disciplinarity. 

My own distinction which I think it is more relevant for my topic of concept 
transfer in terms of the sociology of science, is: interdisciplinarity means co-
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operation between different disciplines, when each of them is approximately at 
an equal footing, although one may be the leading discipline, as it is the case in 
psychology of language or in sociology of language. This cooperation is typical-
ly interactive and not only additive, because mere addition would mean in the 
strict sense that no real correspondence is established between the respective ar-
eas. If full integration is established or at least fully intended, then it represents 
a new subdiscipline, as it happened in the genesis of psycholinguistics or socio-
linguistics. With transdisciplinarity I designate the extension of one leading 
discipline into another one, which always needs interaction between the differ-
ent disciplines but never full integration, because only part of the content and of 
the theoretical and methodological approach of the non-leading discipline is in-
volved. 

For both interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches, there exist the 
problems of establishing correspondences between concepts of the different 
(sub)disciplines and of transferring concepts from one (sub)discipline to another 
one, including extension of concepts from one subdiscipline into another one. 

My first personal experience in the problems of interdisciplinary and trans-
disciplinary research occurred fifty years ago when I worked on methodological 
problems of reconctructing the original home of the reconstructed Proto-Indo-
European language (Dressler 1965; cf. now Anthony and Ringe 2015). The first 
inadequacies observed in the literature and in discussions with specialists from 
prehistory were the frequent equation of archeological artefacts with their pro-
ducers and with their language, e.g. linear ceramics (G. Schnurkeramik) with 
supposed “Schnurkeramiker” and with the question whether they were speakers 
of a paleo-Indo-European or even of the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European 
language. This starts with the difficulty to distinguish who produced the frag-
ment of a pot found in excavations, who used it and who destroyed it. A second 
difficulty were the limits of semantic change, such as in the question to which 
tree the reconstructed PIE word for ‘beech’ could refer, analogously for ‘salm-
on, wheel, axle’ (cf. Anthony and Ringe 2015: 201ff). A third problem was that 
the use of evidence from borrowing relations presupposes knowledge about the 
reconstruction of Proto-Kartvelian, Proto-Uralic, etc. (cf. Anthony and Ringe 
2015: 206ff). 

If we generalize, then: the first problem area is how to establish correspond-
ences between categories of different fields, prototypically between two fields. 
In our experience of always growing specialisation this needs so much expertise 
in both fields that usually no single researchers are able to do it themselves but 
specialists of each field have to cooperate. A special case is the existence of ho-
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mophonous categories of different fields, which represent false friends, espe-
cially in adjacent subdisciplines. 

A chronologically second personal experience was the (often occurring) par-
tial illusion of apparently easy ways of obtaining external/substantial evidence 
for linguistic hypotheses through studying aphasia and first language acquisi-
tion, i.e. evidence for linguistic concepts from the subdisciplines of acquisitional 
psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics. In the course of evolution of linguistics 
there was first referral to rather anecdotic evidence, as often still in argumenta-
tions by Jakobson (1941), and when trying to enter systematic empirical psy-
cholinguistic investigation, many linguists gave up. Jakobson’s forerunner in 
both areas of acquisition and aphasia, Baudouin de Courtenay (since 1869; cf. 
Mugdan 1984) was more systematic and empirical. 

As first example of concept transfer problems in these endeavours we can 
cite Jakobson’s (1941) transfer of the regression hypothesis from neurology to 
linguistics. The Breton neurologist Théodule Armand Ribot (1881) had found 
out that later memorized concepts are lost earlier than earlier memorized con-
cepts in memory diseases (cf. also Pitres 1895). And this has been elaborated 
especially in aphasiology. However, this regression thesis has been refuted (de 
Bleser and Kauschke 2003), because too many variables of typical child acqui-
sition and of aphasic impairments are different. 

Another example is the transfer of the concept of self-organization: from 
biology to cognitive science (Maturana and Varela 1979; von Foerster 1981) 
and to neurology (e.g. Singer 1987) and then to constructivist approaches to 
language acquisition (MacWhinney 2009, 2010; Tomasello 2003), including 
emergentist models (Bybee and Hopper 2001). However, one major difference 
between pattern selection during self-organisation in language acquisition and 
in cell biology or neurological development has often been neglected, namely 
the active role of the child in pattern selection, ultimately connected with the 
philosophical principle of free will. This active individual role of children 
shows up in interindividual variation in acquisition when it cannot be linked to 
differences in children’s environments (Richards 1990; Lieven et al. 1992; Lust 
2006: 170).  

Our acquisition group has identified a particularly telling type of individual 
pattern selection that we have named blind alley development, i.e. when chil-
dren choose an acquisition path which leads away from directions towards tar-
get language structures and the input they receive from their care-givers and en-
vironment (Bittner et al. 2003: viii–ix, xviii). One instance is that several Rus-
sian children have been observed by Gagarina (2000) to produce verbal-root re-
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duplication indicating, in an iconic way, iterative actionality or imperfective as-
pect. These roots are of three types:  

 
(1) onomatopoetic or non-sense monosyllables, as in: 

Vanja 1;10: bul’, while the glass is in the water where it has sunk vs. 
bul’-bul’-bul’, while the water is dripping out slowly from the glass. 
Filip 1;8 sjapa n’am ‘(I want to) eat the hat’ vs. 1;9 n’am-n’am ‘I’m 
eating’, in response to the question What are you doing?, which de-
mands an answer in the imperfective aspect. 

 
(2) verb roots:  

Liza 1;8: kap-kap, referring to digging repeatedly with a shovel (cf. Inf. 
kopat´ [kaˈpat’]). 
Anton 2;6: in response to the question What are you doing?: tuk-tuk, 
then correct stuchu ‘hammering, I’m hammering’. 

 
(3) other parts of verb forms: 

Maxim 1;4: gom-gom in reference to the boy Sasha’s running (from 
1.Pl.Pres. begom ‘we are running’). 

 
None of these patterns produced by several children has any model in the target 
language nor in the recorded child-directed speech of their parents. But there are 
many other languages where reduplication has either iterative or imperfective 
meaning (cf. Hurch 2005). Thus these children chose a natural iconic path of 
development absent in Russian and in their input, but present in many other lan-
guages. But later they had to give up this blind alley development. Similar ex-
amples were found by our international group of the Crosslinguistic Project in 
the Acquisition of Pre- and Protomorphology in French, German and Greek da-
ta. 

3. Subdisciplinary differences 

 
A felicitous concept transfer can be illustrated with contemporary concepts of 
grammatical complexity, as well illustrated by the recent PLM volume (Dzi-
ubalska-Kołaczyk 2014) which partially come from systems theory (e.g. Zurek 
1990; Hawkins 2004). But they have old linguistic forerunners, for example Jo-
hann Gottfried Herder’s (1771) Abhandlung über den Ursprung der Sprache, 
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who speculated that human language originally had no morphology at all but 
only iconic expressions, and that morphology started with grammaticalisation 
and finally developed irregular patterns. This view already partially predates my 
own distinction between morphological richness consisting of all productive 
patterns and morphological complexity which, in addition, includes all unpro-
ductive morphology (Dressler 1999, 2008). Unproductive patterns can thus be 
subsumed under the notion of decreased predictability in complexity theory. 
This represents a building-block model of complexity theory, which can be easi-
ly adapted to item-and-arrangement models of linguistics, but has been also 
adapted to Chomsky’s ideas on complexity (Hawkins 2004). Herder’s ideas had 
much follow-up in the course of speculations on language evolution. Another 
tradition of comparing so-called primitive languages with contemporary Euro-
pean languages has been discussed by Kilarsky’s (2014) paper on “complexity 
in the history of language study”.  

This successful transfer is characterised by the formal transfer of new terms 
and their easy adaptation to already existing linguistic conceptions. This adapta-
tion has gone as far as to become most often entirely free of any reference to its 
origin in systems theory, but new transfers occur as well, e.g. from network sci-
ence by Vitevitch (2014)  

Work on the development of complexity has been done mostly on diachron-
ic complexification, there is relatively little acquisitionist work with an explicit 
focus on complexity (e.g. Andersen 1992; Behrens 2008; Bavin 2009: 237–
257). In our group’s work we have studied two roles of complexity in early first-
language acquisition: (1) morphological complexity as rendering acquisition 
more difficult; (2) the rise of complexity during the course of acquisition, as in 
Dressler (2011) on inflectional morphology. 

 
(1) When studying morphological complexity as rendering acquisition more 

difficult, the advantage of our distinction between morphological richness 
and complexity becomes evident. Whereas greater richness in productive 
morphology facilitates acquisition of morphology (Dressler 2010; Xanthos 
et al. 2011), because it stimulates the child to focus on morphology, acquisi-
tion of complex unproductive patterns is difficult, of course beyond lexical 
rote learning of at least minimally frequent forms. Unproductive patterns 
are more complex than productive patterns, because no general and reliable 
morphological generalizations can be made about unproductive patterns. 
The graduality of this factor is reflected in our gradual model of productivi-
ty (Dressler 2008). For example, the factors of complexity that make Ger-
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man plurals more difficult to acquire than Dutch and Danish plurals are 
(Laaha et al. 2006, 2011; Korecky-Kröll and Dressler 2009; Ravid et al. 
2008): 
 
(a) the complexity of factors conditioning the application of competing and 

often unproductive  patterns (rules or schemas), such as pure umlaut, as 
in Mutter → Mütter ‘mother-s’, fem. Pl. in suffix -e with Umlaut, as in 
die Braut → Bräut-e ‘bride-s’, suffix -er with and without umlaut, as in 
Kind, Haus → Kind-er, Häus-er ‘childr-en, house-s’, thus not only the 
greater number of different plural markers itself is relevant; 

 
(b) the resulting divergent, i.e. inhomogeneous and asymmetric frequency 

distributions. Lack of homogeneity means more specific learning effort; 
 
(c) ambiguity of marking, i.e. the homophony of all plural markers (-e, 

-(e)n, -er, -s, umlaut, zero) with other morphological markers, plus the 
homophony of plural patterns with singular patterns, i.e. all the plural 
forms cited look also like singulars; 

 
(d) relatively little predictability of suffix choice and of the application of 

umlaut, e.g. in comparison to English and Dutch where high suffix pre-
dictability is close to 100%, whereas we had to settle for German with a 
70% threshold; 

 
(e) disambiguation of zero plurals by articles (and in addition other modifi-

ers); 
 
(f) resulting inhomogeneity of distributions, including multiple exponency. 
 
Therefore acquisition of German plural formation is a protracted process 
until full mastery. Clearly most of such specific complexity factors have no 
models in systems theory and their mathematic applications and had to be 
developed within linguistics itself. 
 

(2) The rise of morphological complexity must not be confounded with the 
mere emergence of rote-learned forms, which the child cannot yet decom-
pose. Only when children detect the correlation and then decomposability of 
form and meaning of inflectional forms and, according to the target lan-
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guage, simultaneously of compounds and diminutives, can one speak of the 
emergence of morphology (Dressler 2010, 2011). Very soon afterwards 
children generally start with creating by analogy overgeneralisations. Thus 
in Austrian German plural acquisition productive suffixations with -e and 
-en are the first to emerge and to be overgeneralised, also in competition 
with each other, e.g. der Zug ‘train’, Pl. die Züg-e → Zug-en. The unproduc-
tive -er plurals emerge later and still later do the pure umlaut plurals, unless 
in very few rote-learned representatives with high token frequency. Thus 
less productive and thus more complex patterns are acquired later. The same 
holds for less transparent/more opaque forms, the topic of the following 
section. Both factors have also an impact on error frequency in tests until 
the end of childhood. A third factor of complexity is numeric, i.e. children 
slowly increase the number of morphological elements within the same 
word, be it affixes or elements of a compound or particle verb. Thus Ger-
man particle verbs are (as in Dutch) first reduced to the stressed particle, 
e.g. past participles such as rúnter-ge-fàll-en ‘having falling down’ are first 
produced as the separable particle or prefix runter, then as runter-fall-

((e)n), finally with all 4 morphemes. Similarly compounds consist at first 
invariably of only 2 lexical elements, a third one appears late and rather in-
frequently. The rise of complexity in acquisition occurs successively, i.e. 
without jumping over intermediate stages, but differently for each category 
and also lexically determined. This is very different from the simultaneous 
detection of morphology in German verb and noun inflection, diminutive 
formation and compounding. 
 

Similarly to complexity there has been a successful enriched transfer of the 
terms transparency and opacity and some of their properties from optics via 
semiotics to grammar and especially morphology, although it is sometimes con-
fused with biuniqueness, as in the recent Amsterdam PhD thesis by Leufkens 
(2015). We owe a valid definition of transparency to Koi (1979): “Transparency 
to meaning [...] appears precisely when we completely cease to perceive the ma-
terial shape of a sign [...] and are conscious only of its semantic sign”. In apply-
ing the parameter of transparency to morphology, it has been necessary to divide 
it into two subparameters, that of morphotactic transparency/opacity of forms 
and of morphosemantic transparency/opacity of meaning (ignoring here mor-
phopragmatic transparency; cf. Kilani-Schoch et al. 2011). Since physical trans-
parency/opacity is gradual, i.e. forms a continuum, there have soon been at-
tempts to graduate morphotactic transparency/opacity: the most detailed gradual 
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differentiations have been attempted within models of Natural Morphology 
(Mayerthaler 1981; Dressler 2005: 272f.; Kilani-Schoch and Dressler 2005: 68–
77; and applied to Italian by Talamo et al. 2013). 

However, in linguistic and especially psycholinguistic treatments of mor-
phosemantic transparency/opacity (cf. Mayerthaler 1981: 35, 131, 164; Dressler 
2005: 271f.; Kilani-Schoch and Dressler 2005: 77–86) we often find a simplify-
ing dichotomy between either transparent or opaque. Such simplification is ex-
cusable in designing psycholinguistic experiments, namely as a device for ob-
taining large contrasting groups of stimuli, although, as a consequence, such 
groups are not homogeneous and thus are liable to distort the results of the ex-
periments. Some scaling has been done by Shaw (1979) and, with the highest 
impact in the literature, by Libben (1998), who distinguished among two-
member compounds between transparent-transparent, opaque-transparent, trans-
parent-opaque, and opaque-opaque compounds. This results in a transparency 
scale of four degrees, but is still built up on a dichotomy between transparency 
and opacity. I suppose that this simplification has been also influenced by Fre-
ge’s (1891) logical principle of compositionality, according to which an expres-
sion is either fully transparent or opaque. Thus a concept has been taken over 
from psychology and semiotics into linguistics with an undue simplification of 
the defining property, although graduality of morphosemantic transparency has 
been imminent in Paul’s (1880) diachronic concept of Verdunkelung ‘obscura-
tion’. 

In the recent years, we have proposed a much finer grading (into 9 degrees) 
in the domain of German diminutives in Ransmayr et al. (2015). This stepwise 
increase of morphosemantic opacity in the relation between the most current 
German diminutive suffix -chen and its base impacts on the type and token fre-
quency of such diminutive formations in an electronic corpus of Austrian print-
ed media of 8 billion word tokens and with 9,205 diminutive types (with a min-
imum count of 5 tokens) and 2,308,028 diminutive tokens: 

 
(1) The most frequent type is the morphosemantically maximally transparent 

one, i.e. when the meaning of X-DIM most approaches the meaning of 
‘small or pragmatically modulated X’. the degrees of growing opacity are: 
 

(2) small collocational limitation, e.g. Hös+chen ‘trousers-DIM’ is used by de-
fault for children and women only; 
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(3) stronger collocational limitation, as in the main usage of Herr-chen, Frau-

chen ‘Mr/master-DIM, woman/mistress-DIM’ for master and mistress of a 
pet dog (or cat); 
 

(4) metaphoric meaning of the stem, as in Lüft-chen ‘air-DIM’ for a light 
breeze; 

(5) very partial remainder of the meaning of the basis plus main new meaning, 
as in the predominant meaning of Weibchen ‘wife-DIM’ for a female animal 
in contrast to a generic male animal; 
 

(6) weak relation to the meaning of the base, as in Ständ-chen ‘stand-DIM’ for 
‘serenade’, which is usually performed while standing; 
 

(7) only very remote lexical motivation, but still referring to something small, 
as in Eich-hörn-chen ‘oak-horn-DIM’ for ‘squirrel’, which eats acorns and 
has a head which seems to resemble a horn; 
 

(8) acephalous derivations, i.e. without a synchronic lexical base, but with a re-
curring virtual base, as in Mäd-chen ‘maid-DIM’ with its diminutive syno-
nyms Mäd-el, Mäd-erl, Mäd-i, which vouches for a sort of derivational 
cranberry morph. 

 
(9) total synchronic morphosemantic opacity in hardly decomposable words 

ending in -chen. 
 
One result of this differentiation of degrees of morphosemantic opacity is that in 
contrast to previous scalings of transparency/opacity we did not find a single 
example of the conceivable type “relatively transparent lexical base plus totally 
opaque diminutive suffix”. In Italian we detected so far a single example of this 
type, which had been found to be well represented in compounds (e.g. Libben 
1998), namely virgola ‘comma’ vs. DIM virgol-etta ‘quotation mark’, which re-
fers to a bigger instead of a smaller object. 

Another result is that diminutives with a real or apparent compound base are 
the more left-branching the more transparent they are, for example among total-
ly transparent ones 32,278 are left-branching, e.g. Brüder-pär-chen ‘brother 
pair-DIM’, Zahlen-pär-chen ‘few pairs of numbers (in lotto)’, only 642 right-
branching, whereas at transparency degree 3 the relation is already 375 left-
branching vs. 278 right-branching (e.g. Werbe-pär-chen ‘PR-pair-DIM’, a lexi-
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cal pattern limited to human pairs of different sex and with a pejorative mean-
ing). At transparency degree 5 there are 26 left-branching and 484 right-branch-
ing diminutives, e.g. Panda-weib-chen ‘female panda, lit. Panda-wife-let’ (there 
is no *Panda-weib, and Weib-chen itself has the main meaning ‘female of an an-
imal’, as mentioned above). 

A third result is that the quantitative distribution of the semantic relations 
between bases and. their diminutives is linked to semantically specific lexical 
patterns, which indicates that the often semantically undifferentiated quantita-
tive argumentation about the importance of family size in psycholinguistics (e.g. 
Hay and Baayen 2002) is too simplistic.  

Although such linguistic differentiations of transparency/opacity correspond 
to the graduality of transparency in optics, they had not been and cannot be 
transferred from the source discipline of optics, they must be added as enrich-
ments within linguistics itself. For example, what could be gained by comparing 
our opacifying factors of minor or major collocational limitation in our degrees 
2 and 3 of our transparency scale with the concept of partial absorption of trans-
parency in optics. Or would it be better to compare it with the optical notion of 
attenuation as partial transmission loss? And could we successfully compare 
opacification by unpredictable addition of meaning in degrees 4 and following 
of our scale with the optical notion of turbidity or cloudiness of a liquid? This 
might be more promising if we were able to quantify the amount of meaning 
loss of the meaning of the base and of meaning addition to it. As long as we 
cannot achieve this, such scales have the epistemological status of an ordering 
typology in the logics of Hempel and Oppenheim (1936). 

More difficult has been the transfer of the contrasting notions of figure and 
ground from gestalt psychology via semiotics (Scherer 1984: 156ff.) into lin-
guistics. In semiotics and also in linguistics figure vs. ground is understood 
metaphorically as a contrast of a more important, more precise, more dynamic 
foreground with a less important, more pale, more static background. These 
properties have been split up in different ways in text linguistics vs. morpholo-
gy. In a narrative the typical proponent of the figure is the hero (Dressler 1996; 
cf. Talmy 2000), due to his greater importance and dynamicity, in word for-
mation it is, in reference to grammatical importance, the head (Dressler 2005: 
275f.), in lexical recognition of morphological elements it is positional salience, 
due to the bath-tub effect, i.e. the periphery of a unit, such as the word, is easier 
to perceive than what is in between. Here there is a difference between adults 
and young children: for adults, adolescents and older children the beginning of a 
word is easier to identify than the end, therefore also prefixes are easier to iden-
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tify and therefore both morphotactically and morphosemantically more trans-
parent than suffixes. This also explains preferences in abbreviations. For exam-
ple, adults and adolescents abbreviate G. Schokolade ‘chocolate’ to Schoko. But 
young Austrian children abbreviate it to [ˈlaːdi] (with the childish diminutive 
suffix -i), due to the greater importance of the so-called recency effect than the 
so-called primacy effect (cf. Griffin 2002; Leybaert and Lechat 2001; Kirk and 
Demuth 2005). As a consequence children start to acquire unstressed suffixes 
earlier than unstressed prefixes.  

Thus the conception of figure/ground has not been transferred into linguis-
tics as a unitary concept. 

When taking over both transparency/opacity and figure/ground from semi-
otics into linguistics, there has been the advantage that semiotics can be under-
stood, since Ferdinand de Saussure and Roman Jakobson, as supplying linguis-
tics with a partial metatheory. 

Another example of split-up of a transferred concept in different linguistic 
domains, but with detrimental effects, has happened in the transfer of the notion 
of top-down processing from psychology and cognitive science into linguistics. 
In text linguistics the contrast between top-down and bottom-up processes refers 
to text understanding (Kintsch and van Dijk 1978), i.e. bottom-up processes 
build up comprehension from words and phrases up to text comprehension, top 
down processing starts with the situation context, the title and the first sentence 
of a text, which create in the receiver’s mind expectations about the content that 
is to follow. The importance of this type of top-down processing shows up in the 
interpretation of text chunks containing a slip of the tongue or of the pen. More 
often than not these lapsus are corrected tacitly in comprehension due to the top-
down-induced expectations about the content.  

In morphology, however, e.g. in the processing of compounds, bottom-up 
processing refers to how the meaning of the whole can be calculated on the ba-
sis of the meanings of the component parts, top-down processing refers to how 
comprehension (or production) starts from the meaning of an existing com-
pound or the respective pattern of analogous complex words. Bottom-up mor-
phological processing seems to dominate in spontaneous adult interaction main-
ly in the case of complex words unknown to the receiver or of puns or of doubts 
on the correct understanding of what has just been said, including slips of the 
ear. Experimental psycholinguistic studies usually deal with the comprehension 
of compounds within word lists, where no real textual top-down processing can 
be involved (Libben 2006, 2014). This is probably due to the general disinterest 
of morphologists in text linguistics. As a consequence, the results of such word-
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list experiments are of very little ecological validity. It seems that in a paper 
submitted to the Seventeenth International Morphology Meeting in Vienna 
(2016), we (Irsa et al. 2016) are the first to report on experiments which deal 
with both types of top-down processes by experimenting with online-processing 
of coherent sequences of two sentences which involve three different types of 
top-down processing: 

 
(1) coherence between the two sentences becomes clear only on/towards the 

end of the second sequence, as in: She was gentle with her styling. Her 

hairbrush was a soft one; 
 

(2) the first sentence primes the target compound of the second sentence se-
mantically: She tried to enter the gate. The doorknob just would not turn; 
 

(3) the first sentence primes the target compound of the second sentence lexi-
cally: They had to buy a bed. The bedroom had only a mattress. 

 
Transferred concepts may have to be subdivided even within the same subdisci-
pline according to intradisciplinary needs. Thus the notion of default has been 
taken over from computer science, where it refers to a setting or a value auto-
matically assigned to a step or device in a computer program, except where it is 
explicitly blocked. In linguistics it has been mainly used as the normal choice, 
unless explicitly excluded by some special condition, thus very similar to Paul 
Kiparsky’s “elsewhere condition”, a notion which goes back, via his Polish 
teacher Jerzy Kuryłowicz, to the ancient Indian grammarian Panini. However, as 
Fraser and Corbett (1997) have pointed out, in morphology it is necessary to 
distinguish such general defaults (normal case defauts) from defaults as a last 
resort (exceptional case defaults), when no other solution is possible. The gen-
eral default indicates in quantitative terms a clear and massive contrast between 
a majority default and marginal remainders. The second case of a default as a 
last resort has a clear predecessor in the 19th-century germanist tradition of 
naming the German -s-plural a “Notplural” (cf. Wegener 2002) ‘emergency plu-
ral as a stopgap’, for example when having to pluralize unpluralizable conjunc-
tions, such as die unds und abers ‘the ands and buts’. In this tradition the gen-
eral or normal default has been subsumed under the polysemous notion of regu-
larity. Unfortunately some linguists and psycholinguists (e.g. Clahsen 1999, in-
cluding his discussants) have ignored this traditional distinction.  
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A similar case has occurred with the notion of input. Also input comes from 
computer science and has been metaphorically transferred within the area of 
language acquisition to children’s input from the environment. 

Among many grammarians there is also the illusion that children simply ac-
quire the respective target grammar, for example that Polish-acquiring children 
simply acquire the Polish target language or language variety, as it is described 
in grammars and dictionaries, as if this were the input to children. That may be 
true in the end, but their pathways of development are not determined or code-
termined by target grammars but by their parental and then also peer-group in-
put. This is shown by parents fine-tuning their input according to their chil-
dren’s stage of acquisition (Snow and Ferguson 1977; Snow 1995).For example, 
Viennese mothers start to use more and more diversified compounds in their  
child-directed speech (CDS) only when their children have started to produce 
compounds in a productive way (Dressler et al. 2010, 2012). And Iturrioz Leza 
(1997) has even found that Huichol mothers first simplify their grammar in 
CDS to such an extent that they offer their young children, on a quasi-regular 
basis, ungrammatical morphological constructions. Or take Turkish and Hungar-
ian, both known for lengthy polysynthetic morphological constructions: but no 
Turkish or Hungarian mother uses such morphological monsters in their speech 
to young children. This not only represents adaptation of care-giver to child, but 
active language transmission activity 

With regard to the relevance of input there exists an illusion among many 
psycholinguists: they seem to have maintained the old dichotomous distinction 
between speaker and hearer and to have never made a distinction which is rou-
tinely made in pragmatics (cf. Schober and Clark 1989) among hearers, i.e. a 
distinction of speech input among children in child-directed speech by care-
takers: children pay most attention to input when they are direct addressees, al-
ready less when they are only ratified bystanders (also called auditors, e.g. when 
a mother challenges a pedagogical measure of her husband in the presence of 
their child), and generally least attention, when they are only overhearers of 
adult-directed speech by adults, i.e. when adults speak to each other, and a child 
only overhears this interaction by chance. Clearly overhearing is expected to 
have the least impact among types of child inputs, in contrast to the role of chil-
dren as direct addressees or as ratified bystanders. But to my knowledge this has 
never been differentially investigated by acquisitionists. 

Moreover, often psycholinguists seem to consider input-output relations in 
an oversimplified way, i.e. as if there were a direct relation between parental in-
put and children’s output, e.g. in frequency distributions. That is as if children 
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were something like parrots, i.e. there is again no explicit differentiation for the 
child as hearer: With Harris (1992) we have to distinguish in a sequential order 
input (first especially parental), next intake, i.e. what the child really perceives 
sufficiently (e.g. due to the degree of saliency), then uptake, i.e. what the child 
constructs as an interim grammar in mental representation (clearly a black box 
for the analyst), and only finally the output. Thus there is no direct relation be-
tween input and output.  

Thus a successful transfer of the conception of input vs. output required in 
acquisition studies considerable differentiation and conceptual enrichment. 

A similar enriching differentiation, not respected by all specialists, has taken 
place in the subdisciplinary transfer of the concept of grammaticalisation from 
diachronic development to ontogenetic development, i.e. language acquisition. 
Clearly the gradual and often very slow diachronic transformation of lexical or 
discourse elements into grammatical categories is not the same as children’s 
much faster process of turning either implicit differences or very fluctuating us-
es into explicit, steady grammatical contrasts. Therefore not all, but many acqui-
sitionists (e.g. Slobin 2001) use grammaticisation instead of grammaticalisation 
in psycholinguistics. A very detailed longitudinal contrastive study on grammat-
icisation has been recently published by Bertinetto et al. (2015) on the acquisi-
tion of verbal aspect, actionality and tense in Italian vs. German. 

4. Conclusion 

 
Transfer of concepts is not only habitual but even necessary in interdisciplinary 
work in order to allow mutual understanding in terms of translation and corre-
spondence of concepts. This is to a lesser degree also true for extension of con-
cepts in transdisciplinary work. Successful interdisciplinary work demands co-
operation between specialists of different disciplines, most effective if one of 
the prototypically two different disciplines is represented by a specialist who 
has extended his/her competence in a transdiciplinary way into the other field. 
Thus the importance of transdisciplinarity is stressed by Mittelstraß (2005) be-
cause it involves a researcher’s readiness to cooperate with other disciplines, the 
extension of competence beyond one’s own specialist domain, the capacity to 
reformulate one’s approach accordingly and to establish a new homogeneous 
story. But at least this last capacity, I argue from my own experience, presup-
poses also some interdisciplinary cooperation.  
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In order to return to my first example of interdisciplinarity, the reconstruc-
tion of the Proto-Indo-European homeland, the two cited authors, the archaeol-
ogist David Anthony and the Indo-Europeanist linguist Don Ringe explicitly 
state (2015: 200) that they had to gain sufficient transdisciplinary competence in 
each other’s field of specialisation in order to achieve their interdisciplinary 
goal. 

Logically and also according to my personal experience, interdisciplinary 
cooperation and transdisciplinary extension of one’s capacities is easier between 
subdisciplines and especially between different fields of the same subdiscipline, 
especially these fields share the same or at least a very similar methodology. 

The examples presented in this contribution have illustrated both adequate 
and inadequate transfers of concepts. Often they had to be modified and en-
riched in their application to specific linguistic problems. This has been always 
the case when concepts had to be operationalized for empirical research. Fur-
thermore we have seen the necessity of different enrichments of concepts due to 
differences between linguistic subdisciplines. 

If I may end with my personal experience of inadequate transfers, they oc-
curred when changing from one subdiscipline to another, especially when trying 
to “conquer” a new subdiscipline, i.e. either by change of one’s main subdisci-
pline or by transdisciplinary extension into a new subdiscipline. Main problems 
observed were a long transition time for being really competent in the new sub-
discipline, the danger of a slow thinning out of competence in an old subdisci-
pline with the illusion of being still fully competent, both in proper perception 
and in the perception by others. My major final suggestion is to combine inter-
disciplinarity with transdisciplinarity with a profound critical assessment of es-
pecially homophonous categories used. 
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